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Spent the last year designing progressive die's for the automotive industry, using 
visi design software, Responsible for ordering the components for the dies, worked
for several years in the granite industry, beginning with manufacturing, and then 
installation, and also worked in purchasing and inventory.

OCTOBER 1996 – NOVEMBER 2000
DIE DESIGNER - ABC CORPORATION

 Hired as a Die Design Engineer to develop progressive and single-stage dies for 
the automotive industry.

 Created dies for window bezels, decorative bodyside panels, and miscellaneous 
stamped components.

 Developed engineering drawings for single stage family stamping dies for the 
GMC Yukon side body trim and Honda Accord side window bezels.

 Developed progressive die engineering drawings of miscellaneous bracket 
stampings for the auto industry.

 Converted 3D geometry for CNC programming.
 Represented engineering on lean manufacturing teams.
 Performed die debug as required to obtain the qualified parts.

1994 – 1996
DIE DESIGNER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Included the design, detail, and checking of line dies using the UNIGRAPHICS NX
software package to both DCX and build shop standards.

 Included the design, detail and checking of line dies using the UNIGRAPHICS 
NX/NX2 software package to both GM and build shop standards.

 Include the design and detail of progressive dies to build shop standards using 
the CADKEY R99 software package, preparing the design for build and .

 Included the design and detail of panel dies to build shop standards using the 
CADKEY R98 &amp; R99 software packages.

 Included the design and detail of transfer dies to DCX, Ford and build shop 
standards, both manual and using the CADKEY R99 software package.

 MI Responsibilities included the design and detail of progressive dies to GM 
standards using the CADKEY R99 software package, seeking and receiving .

 Design of progressive dies and fixtures.

EDUCATION

Associate In Mechanical Design
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SKILLS

Die Design, Autoform, Unigraphics, Catia, LS Dyna.
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